MOBIVITY CONNECTED REWARDS™

Mobivity Drives Digital
Acquisition & Retention
for Game Publishers
and Brands
3 Reasons to Get Plugged In:

1
Brands get more new customers,
2 more often from player rewards
Players get real-world rewards by
3 downloading & playing more games
Game Publishers see higher ROAS
with 3x better player monetization

THE BEST WAY FOR PUBLISHERS AND BRANDS
TO INCREASE ACQUISITION AND RETENTION!
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Mobivity drives 2-3x
higher acquisition!

213 million people play games in the U.S. with 56% of them
playing more than 10+ times a week!

With cookies going away and recent
changes to consumer privacy laws,
targeted marketing is becoming
increasingly more difficult.

Share of US
Gamers by Age

25% = 18-24

Making matters worse, is more than a
third of a brand’s target audience are
no longer accessible in the channels
that brands are still advertising in.
Time spent in traditional media
channels is declining by 14%

Fortunately, Mobivity’s proprietary,
cloud-based Connected Rewards™
along with its relationships with top
game publishers and in-game ad
networks, can instantly connect
brands to > 200M players.

35% = 25-34
23% = 35-44
13% = 45-54
Percentage of smartphone owners that play games

4% = 55-64

Mobivity connects brands in 3 ways!

Mobivity begins by getting players exposed to brands through In-Game Rewards, putting brand
offers into a game’s reward store where players use their earned points to redeem offers. Next, we
use Brand-Owned Media to promote games that will drive players back to the brand. Finally, we
put brands in front of hundreds of millions of players through In-Game Advertising.

213

MILLION
PLAYERS

In-Game Rewards

In-Brand Owned Media

Get Started in 3 Easy Steps:
3 ways Mobivity plugs in brands:
1. In-Game Rewards
2. In-Brand Owned Media
3. In-Game Advertising

Contact your Rep and start
reaping rewards immediately!
James Erickson
James.Erickson@mobivity.com
(816) 645-7138

In-Game Advertising

